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Reception staff are fantastic – nothing is ever a problem and they always
come back to you.
A brilliant start to school. Very happy with how my daughter has settled in to
school life.
In my opinion, there is far too much homework.
We would like greater levels of homework.
The amount of homework is sometimes excessive particularly in French and
English.
Moving to MBS has been a very positive and supportive move for our
daughter.
I am very happy with my daughter’s progress at school. It appears a happy,
safe and positive community.
Great school – my son enjoys himself, and is successful and growing with the
school. Thank you for his journey.
The teaching is of a high standard, matched to a child’s ability and, most of
all, fun. My son thoroughly enjoys coming to school every day. Thank you all.
I am confident in my daughter’s education at this school.
I was a little disappointed with the new report format as it told me about levels
and how my child learnt but gave nothing about effort which is something that
we encourage.
NOTE from school: we will be reviewing our new report format and
considering comments from parents.









My daughter has enjoyed her time at Meole Brace School and we are very
pleased.
Fantastic start to her school life at Meole – always happy to come and we
have been very impressed with the expectations of staff across the school.
Always so pleased with what you do.
I am really pleased with the way that staff have responded to the few
concerns which I have raised. Reception staff are always very helpful.
We think it is an outstanding school. Every time we contact the school the
response is first rate.
We are so happy with the school and our daughter is too.
I’ve been incredibly impressed with the school since our son started. The
values upheld by our family are upheld at school. You’re helping him become
the young man we want him to be.

